LEGAL CONFERENCE
COMMON LAW IN EUROPE

VENUE
COLUMBIA PLAZA VENUE CENTRE, LIMASSOL

DATE:
THURSDAY 16 JUNE FRIDAY 17 JUNE, 2022
TIME:
09:00-15:00 | 09:00-17:00

REGISTRATION

The Conference Registration Pass includes:
• Delegate badge and conference materials
• Access to the two-day conference
• Lunch and Coffee during breaks

The Conference Registration Pass and Dinner includes:
• Delegate badge and conference materials
• Access to the two-day conference
• Lunch and Coffee during breaks
• Admission to the Traditional Greek Tavern Dinner at “Avli to Vasilea” on Friday 17th of June 2022

Prices:
• Conference Registration Pass - €140 (including VAT)
• Conference Registration Pass and Dinner - €172 (including VAT)

To register, please complete the form below:
https://forms.gle/wax2ENhZSaNLu9Cf7

Registration will be confirmed upon reception of payment through bank transfer payment at the bank details below.

Bank Account Details:

Account Name: PANGYPRIOS DIKIGORIKOS SYLLOGO
Bank: Bank of Cyprus
Account Number: 0133001104998
IBAN: CY64 0020 0130 0000 0001 1049 9800
SWIFT CODE: BCYPCY2N

Description: ‘participation fee – LEGAL CONFERENCE CLE’
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PROGRAMME

TOPICS:
The topics of the conference are:
• The implementation of the UK-EU Trade and Cooperation Agreement
• ECHR interpretation – recent developments across the European common law jurisdictions
• Company law developments in participating European Common Law jurisdictions
• The role of Blockchain and Cryptocurrencies in a Digital Economy: the legal angle
• Sanctions from a legal and financial perspective (including access to justice aspects)
• Regulation of financial markets- how to square economic imperatives and guarantees of minimum rights with effective enforcement
• International Arbitration and its importance in the common law world - will the new Cypriot Commercial Court expand its use?
• Interim remedies in aid of foreign proceedings

SPEAKERS:
Confirmed Speakers of the conference are:

Cyprus Bar Association:
• Myron Nicolatos – Former President of the Supreme Court of Cyprus
• Dr George Theocharides – Chairman of Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission
• Andrew Demetriou – President of the Arbitration and Mediation Committee of CBA
• Christiana Aristeidou - President of Technology Committee of CBA
• Andreas Michaelides – Advocate & Member of the Board of CBA
• Alexandros Tsirides – Advocate & President of the Insolvency Practitioners’ Examination Committee
• Andreas Thoma – Advocate & Member of the Companies Law, Tax Planning and Stock Exchange Committee of the Cyprus Bar Association
• Dr Costas Paraskeva – President of Human Rights Committee of CBA & Assistant Professor at University of Cyprus
• Marcos Dracos – Advocate, Barrister at One Essex Court & visiting Lecturer at University of Cyprus
• Andrea Ioakim – Advocate & Member of the Companies Law, Tax Planning and Stock Exchange Committee of the Cyprus Bar Association
• Dr Charalambos Savvides – Advocate & Lecturer at University of Nicosia
• Maria Clappa – Advocate & Member of the Legal and Regulatory Committee of the Cyprus Investment Funds Association
• Dr Kriton Dionysiou – Advocate & Adjunct Lecturer at University of Nicosia
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SPEAKERS:

Bar of England and Wales
• Mark Fenhalls QC – Chair of the Bar Council of England and Wales
• Steven Gee QC – Monckton Chambers
• Pavlos Panayi QC – 7BR Chambers
• Ian Rogers QC – Monckton Chambers
• Rupert D'Cruz QC – Littleton Chambers
• Paul Mitchell QC – 4 New Square
• Frederico Singarajah – Gatehouse Chambers
• Konrad Rodgers – Partner, Enyo Law
• Shobana Iyer – Swan Chambers

Solicitors of England and Wales
• I. Stephanie Boyce – President of the Law Society
• Nick Price – Partner at Osborne Clark
• Stephanie Stocker – Partner White & Case LLP

Barristers of [the Republic of] Ireland
Maura McNally SC – Chair Council of The Bar of Ireland
Kelley Smith SC – Co-Chair Tax Bar Association
Colin Smith – Member of Human Rights Committee
Catherine Keville – Chair Arbitration & ACR Committee
John Freeman – Financial Services Bar Association representative

Advocates of Scotland
Roddy Dunlop QC – Dean of Faculty